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ABSTRACT A method is described
that provides for detection and identifica-
tion of single molecules in solution. The
method is based on fluorescence correla-
tion spectroscopy, which records spatio-
temporal correlations among fluctuating
light signals, coupled with devices for trap-
ping single molecules in an electric field.
This technique is applied to studies of
molecular evolution, where It allows fast
screening of large mutant spectra in which
targets are labeled by specific fluorescent
Migands. The method expands the horizon
in molecular diagnostics by making it pos-
sible to monitor concentrations down to
(less than) 10-15 M without any need for
amplification.

Fast and efficient screening for particular
properties exhibited by single particles at
both the genotypic and the phenotypic
level has become increasingly important
in molecular biological research and for
its applications in medicine and biotech-
nology. The "particles" may be single
cells or parts of their surfaces, cell or-
ganelles, viruses, single genes, proteins
(enzymes, receptors), or even small mo-
lecular entities such as peptide hormones
or other oligomeric compounds. The
need for detecting minute quantities may
arise from the rarity ofa desired structure
in the presence of a huge number of
alternatives-e.g., in the screening for
antibodies, antigens, receptors, or for
single mutants in evolutionary optimiza-
tion; or it may be required to diagnose a
disease in its early stages-e.g., the di-
rect detection of a virus in an early phase
of infection or evidence for cell transfor-
mation at an early stage of tumor devel-
opment.

In this paper we describe a method to
solve problems of detecting minute quan-
tities of particles. Rather than trying to
get hold of minute amounts of specific
substances by collecting and concentrat-
ing them or-if present in the form of
replicable molecules-by amplifying
them as in PCR, we trace them at the
level of the single entities. This tracing is
done by detecting the quanta of fluores-
cence emitted by a probe that specifically
binds to a target entity that is diffusing
through an illuminated cavity. The cor-

responding signal can be discriminated
from the background noise by auto- or
cross-correlating the fluorescent light in-
tensity fluctuations belonging to the
emission from discrete molecules. The
method is called fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FSC), and its concepts
were formulated in the early seventies
(1-3). However, it was not until recently
that the full potential of the method and
its extreme sensitivity, thanks to new
developments in laser technique and mi-
croscopy, became evident (4-7). This
method is combined with screening and
separation techniques used in applied
molecular evolution (8-10) for which au-
tomated machines have been developed.
In fact, it was the need for screening and
early detection and selection of mutants
during the process ofmolecular evolution
that unified both groups in the research
described here.
The results thus far are so encouraging

that we expect revolutionizing conse-
quences for three fields of research: (i)
large-scale screening techniques to de-
tect rare structures and activities; (ii)
molecular diagnostics that may ulti-
mately attain the greatest sensitivity pos-
sible for recognizing and identifying par-
asites, and (iii) evolutionary biotechnol-
ogy that allows a biased adaptation to a
variety of new functions.

This paper deals with three different
methodological problems: single mole-
cule detection, large number screening,
and evolutionary optimization requiring
the amplification of functionally identi-
fied rare structures. Additional applica-
tions are described, and we conclude
with a section on applications of this
molecular technology.

THE PRINCIPLE OF
THE METHOD

Fluorescence is a highly specific and sen-
sitive property that is frequently used in
chemistry for identifying certain mole-
cules. It can be characterized as a bipha-
sic reaction between light quanta and
resonant molecules. In the first phase of
the reaction a light quantum of wave-
length Al is taken up by the resonant
molecule producing an (electronically)
excited state that has a certain lifetime

TF. In the second phase, another light
quantum of wavelength Az-that can be
considered the reaction product-is emit-
ted, upon which the molecule (like a
catalyst) returns to its original state. Be-
cause the fluorescence lifetime TF is USU-
ally as short as 10-8 to 10-9 s, this process
can be iterated many times before the
vulnerable excited state will eventually
fall victim to a decomposing (e.g., oxida-
tion) reaction. Mainly because efficient
fluorescent dyes are used as specific in-
dicators in a wide variety of reactions,
this method has become a powerful ana-
lytical tool in organic chemistry-
particularly in biological chemistry. By
linking a dye to a primer, any RNA or
DNA sequence can be tagged specifi-
cally. Likewise a protein, such as a re-
ceptor, enzyme, or antibody, may be
tagged via its labeled complement: its
ligand, substrate, or antigen.
The usual way of recording fluores-

cence signals is to illuminate a suffi-
ciently large volume (Fig. la) and to
separate carefully the emitted fluores-
cence from scattered excitation light and
other interfering luminescence. In all
methods where an average intensity is
monitored, there is eventually a finite
limit of resolution set by the background
noise. This is true, particularly if a fluo-
rescent dye is used as an indicator that
requires discernible differences between
the wavelengths and/or the lifetimes of
the fluorescence of the target-bound and
the free dye molecules. In practice, it is
difficult to measure concentrations
<10-9 M by these methods. However,
10-9 M still means nearly 1012 target
particles per ml.

Is there a way to eliminate this princi-
pal limitation, a way that may even allow
the detection of one single particle per
volume element? An average intensity is,
in fact, composed of events produced by
single particles. However, it is the super-
position of the concomitant "noise" and
the desired signal while averaging over
larger domains of space and time that
masks the desired singular events.
Hence, to detect the singular events we
must avoid averaging over space and

Abbreviation: FCS, fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy.
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sity recorded at time t with that recorded
at time (t + At), integrating the product
I(t)I(t + At) over a finite time interval At,
normalizing by the intensity and time of
acquisition. If At is sufficiently large, the
result is the average of the fluctuating
amplitudes (rather than the mean inten-
sity as in classical methods).

Quantitatively, the theory of diffusion-
controlled reactions (11-14, 30) tells us
that the encounter frequency of a particle
to enter a sphere-like light cavity of ra-
dius Rc is given by

TR 1 4 Dini

FiG. 1. Detecting the fluorescence of excited molecules. (a) Volume of light cavity (V)>>
volume of particle teritory (VT), as is required for obtaining large mean intensities. (b) Vc <<
VT, as is required for producing large fluctuations.

time. In other words, we must record
signals derived from space elements that
are small enough to host only single par-
ticles, and we must record the fluctua-
tions of the signals with temporal resolu-
tion.
Let us return to the picture of a "re-

action" between light quanta and mole-
cules that characterizes fluorescence.
We do not want to follow the progress of
this reaction-as is usually done in chem-
ical kinetics-as an integral over all ele-
mentary processes occurring in a larger
domain of space and time. As suggested,
we instead subdivide the space into small
cells that are intensely illuminated by
exciting light, and we record in discrete
time intervals with a temporal resolution
down to the fluorescence lifetime rp.
How small must such space elements be?
The answer is simple: the volume of the
cell should be smaller than what we call
the "territory" of a single target mole-
cule. This so-called territory is simply the
reciprocal of the particle concentration.
For a 10-9 M solution we have 1015
particles per liter, accordingly a particle
territory of 10-15 liter or 1 fl. Likewise a
10-15 M solution has a particle territory
of 1 nl. These numbers clearly show that
it suffices to attain spatial compartmen-
tation of the order of magnitude of fem-
toliters. On the other hand, focusing light
into space elements of 1 fi (and even
smaller) has become possible in recent
years using stable laser light sources in
combination with confocal optics. Fur-
thermore, time-resolved recording down
to nanoseconds and faster can be easily
achieved with modern techniques.
The process to be recorded can be

described as a diffusion-controlled reac-
tion of an individual fluorescent particle
with an intensely illuminated discrete

space cell (light cavity) of 0.1-1 fl in
volume. This process is illustrated in Fig.
lb. Most of the time the light cavity is
free of fluorescent particles; hence only
noise is recorded (Fig. 2a). Occasionally,
however, a fluorescent particle diffuses
into the light cavity and then emits a burst
of fluorescence quanta (compare the oc-
casional burst in Fig. 2b). If recorded in
a time-resolved manner, the quanta that
belong to one fluorescing molecule can

easily be identified by autocorrelating the
time-resolved signals. For this purpose
one correlates (i.e., multiplies) the inten-
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where Di is the particle diffusion coeffi-
cient (usually given in cm2/s) and ni is the
particle density (i.e., the number of par-
ticles per cm3). If R, is of the- order of
magnitude of 10-4 cm (1 im) and ifDi =
10-6 cm2/s, one obtains for a concentra-
tion of 10-12 M X 1 s. It is immediately

apparent that concentrations down to
10-isM (observation times of 15 min) are
detectable in this way. By the same
method we can calculate the average time
a particle spends inside the light cavity to
be

TiD = Rc/3Dj [2]

(12) or, with the above data: TD 3 x

10-3 s. This is more than enough time to
yield a burst of several thousand fluores-
cent quanta during one encounter. The
ratio of TD and TR

4T
TD/TR = 3 R ni [3]

50.0 is simply the ratio of the volumes of the

a light cavity and of the average particle
territory yielding the probability for find-

)0.0 ing a particle inside the light cavity.
This opens up two avenues of ap-

proach. For rapidly diffusing particles it
0o.o is advantageous to keep the light cavity at

rest and let the particles diffuse into the

.
;_AI laser beam. The signals from faster and

0.0 rWW_,W__,7V~r_ slower diffusing particles can be sepa-
1400.0 1900.0 2400.0 2900-0 rated by the of autocorrelation.

,0.0 For slowly diffusing or immobile parti-

b
cles (viruses or cells in gels) one can
move the light cavity relative to the sam-

ple. Scanning a cavity volume at a rate of
1 fl per ms permits one to spot one labeled
particle in a 10-15 M solution within w15

The important aspect of this method is
A Al M 1L2 2Waitethatit focuses on single particles rather

_.
' __Wr than on averages over large numbers.

0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 Duringthe short time the particle is spot-
Fosingle ho

ted it produces a large fluctuation in the
FIG. 2. Quantum bursts from ole-sg
mine molecules diffusing through a Gaus- temporah y and satiallyresolvedan

an laser beam. Channel time = 1 ms; dif- that can be easily distinguished from the
)n time = 1 ms. The number of molecules in backound noise. Avera only over

e light cavity isN = 0.04; the average count those fluctuations that can be identified

te = 30 counts per channel. (a) Noise back- by auto- or cross-correlation (and that
ound. (b) Burst signals. refer to the average time the particle

[11
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spends inside the light cavity) eliminates
the majority of unwanted noise. On the
other hand, in combination with FCS,
techniques for concentrating or separat-
ing particles such as electric focusing can
be used, as will be described here. In this
way a lower limit for the concentration of
particles cannot be set; it depends on the
skill of the experimenter and on the spe-
cial properties of the particles to be ob-
served.

THE FCS METHOD
Small Volume Elements with High

Quantum Flux. By the use of diffraction-
limited laser beams in combination with
confocally imaged pin holes or fiber op-
tics, a cylindrically shaped volume ele-
ment with a radius of200 nm and a length
of 2000 nm can be intensely illuminated.
The volume of such a "light cavity" is
-0.2 fl. One femtoliter is approximately
the size of an Escherichia coli cell, and
one molecule in such a volume corre-
sponds to a concentration of 10-9 M. The
intensity of the cross section in the light
cavity has a Gaussian distribution, and
the longitudinal plane has a Lorentzian
distribution. With a laser intensity of 0.5
mW a photon density of =1 x 104 pho-
tons per cm2s-1 is achieved.
The use of a small volume for the light

cavity is of paramount importance for
detecting single molecules. The practical
realization has become possible in recent
years through innovations in confocal
optics and laser technology. There are
three reasons why a small volume of the
light cavity is required: (i) The signal-to-
noise ratio is allowing detection of single
quantum bursts of fluorescent light. (ii)
The diffusion times of the target mole-
cules within the light cavity are kept short
enough to prevent bleaching of the dye.
(iii) It limits the fraction of target mole-
cules simultaneously present in the light
cavity and hence makes it possible to
associate quantum bursts with single
molecules. A schematic diagram of the
experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3.

Detection of Quantum Bursts by FCS.
The ability to detect single molecules
depends on the density of light quanta
emitted. In the ideal case the number of
quanta emitted per time interval is solely
limited by the transition rate between the
excited (singlet) state and the ground
state. For rhodamine 6G with an absorp-
tion cross section of 1.4 x 10-16 cm2 per
molecule and a photon density of 1 x 1024
photons per cm2-s-1 a singlet excitation
rate of 1.4 x 108 s51 (per molecule) is
reached. With a singlet decay rate of 2.5
x 108 s-1 in the absence of nonradiative
transitions (quantum yield equal to 1),
--25% of the ground state is depleted.
Under these conditions we have been
able to detect photoelectrons at a rate
>100,000 per s per molecule. Taking into

FIG. 3. Schematic of the instrumentation set up for single molecule detection and fluores-
cence correlation measurements.

account the present detection efficiency
and the band width of detection, this
value corresponds to a rate of 2 x 106
emitted quanta per s. The discrepancy
between the maximum possible and the
measured emission rate is partially due to
the existence of triplet states (15) and
partially due to photochemical destruc-
tion during the excitation-deexcitation
process.
An important parameter for single mol-

ecule detection is the signal-to-back-
ground ratio. The background is com-
posed of scattered laser light, Raman
scattering from the solvent, as well as of
spurious fluorescence from the solvent
and the optics. This background emission
is approximately proportional to the third
power of the radius of the light cavity
(16). Although Rayleigh and Raman scat-
tering can be suppressed by time-gated
photodetection (17, 18) long-lived fluo-
rescent background components will still
contaminate the signal if they emit within
the same wavelength range. We found
that the best way to increase the signal-
to-background ratio is by using small
volume elements and continuous wave
laser excitation. For the smallest volume
element realized, a signal/background
ratio of 1700 was obtained when the ro-
tational Raman bands of water were sup-
pressed (16); otherwise, a signal/back-
ground ratio of 40 was observed, indicat-
ing that the main part of the background
emission is due to Raman scattering.
Random fluctuations ofthe intensity of

fluorescence emission from individual
molecules that have been excited by a
stationary light source provide informa-
tion on important molecular properties
such as rotational (2) and translational
diffusion (1), chemical kinetics (19), as
well as on the lifetime of the excited state
(2). The analysis of the signal is based on
calculating the correlation function of the
intensity fluctuations, as was shown by
Elson and Magde in the case of transla-
tional diffusion and chemical kinetics,

and by Ehrenberg and Rigler for the case
of rotational motion and its coupling to
the decay of the excited state. The suc-
cess of the analysis rests on the ability to
detect a sufficiently large photon flux per
molecule (3). Photochemical destruction
of the molecular species under observa-
tion has been a limiting factor for fluo-
rescence correlation analysis.
The signal I(t) generated by molecules

traversing the volume element will fluc-
tuate around a mean value (I) with the
deviation 8I(t). The correlation function
G(t) is defined as

G(t) = lim |f I(t + tl)I(t)dt,

= (I(t)I(O)O. [4]

G(t) can be divided into two parts: a
constant term (I)2 and a time-dependent
term (8I(t)6I(0)). Considering the (Pois-
son-distributed) statistics of small num-
bers and normalizing G(t) by (1)2 shows
that the limit of the amplitude of the
time-dependent term at G(t = 0) is given
by the inverse number of molecules N
within the volume element

lim [(8I(t)I(0P))/(I)2] = 1/N. [5]

The essential point is that we determine
correlated fluctuations of emitted light
quanta rather than average intensities. In-
tensities become largest when maximum
numbers of light-emitting molecules are
present, while fluctuations become negli-
gible under these conditions. On the other
hand, correlated fluctuations within a
given time interval become greatest if all
the light comes from a single source of
emission. Autocorrelation was pioneered
by Norbert Wiener as a powerful mathe-
matical tool for noise reduction.
Involvement ofTralional Diffusion.

It is important to realize that diffusion is
a "space-filling" process; this is due to
its squared distance/time relationship. In
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particular, this has consequences wl
comparing spaces of different dim
sions. In spherical coordinates the the
of diffusion-controlled reaction yields
the encounter of diffusing particle
with a sphere-like cavity of radius Rc
frequency given by Eq. 1.
At first sight it may seem surpris

that a recombination frequency is rela
to the radius R, of the cavity rather tl
to its volume or some cross section, as
the case of collisions of gaseous m(
cules. It might seem even more surpris
that a cylindrically shaped cavity wit
very large ratio of its long half axis (lc
its radius (rJ) (or long and small half a
of a corresponding prolate ellipsoid) I
a similar magnitude of the encounter I
quency, provided that we compare
radius of the sphere R, with the long a
of the cylinder l (13, 14). The act
relationship is

1
- = 4irDi~lni/ln[2lc/r].
TR

In other words, a thread-like sink
length 21c and of comparatively sn
diameter (lc >> r,) is-apart from
factor ln(2l,/r,), which may reach
magnitude of 10-as efficiently "hit"
a diffusing particle as a voluminl
sphere that has a radius as large as
half-length ofthe thread. The explanat
is that the trajectory of diffusion is spa
filling, and therefore the situation is stj
ingly different from the trajectory c
projectile. A better understanding of
above expressions can be obtained if
express, according to Einstein (20, 2
the (three-dimensional) translational
fusion coefficient by

(x2)

61ex
where (x2) is the mean square shift an(
is the time in which such a displacem
occurs. If we choose for x a length t
equals Rc, we obtain an encounter i
quency of

1 1
=(VclV,),

TR 2TRc

where TRc is the time required to prodi
an average mean square shift of a die
eter equal to Rc, Vc is the volume of
(spherical) cavity 4irRI/3, and Vi is
volume of the territory belonging to X
tide "i"-i.e., 1/n,. Physically, this
pression means the following: if we s
divide the territory of each particle (%
ume V,) into compartments ofvolume
the chance of finding "i" in any one
the k compartments next to the caviti
(VM/VM) x k and the frequency ofhopp
into it is 1/(2kT,) (i.e., k canceling oi
This interpretation holds for the cylin

cal shape as well. If lc >> r~, there are
many more cylindrical compartments of
cross section r,2 ir that fit into Vi than
spheres of radius R,, but the time for a
mean square shift of size r,2 is corre-
spondingly shorter than TRC. Hence both
encounters are of comparable efficiency.
This interpretation has the advantage
that we can easily transfer it to spaces of
other dimensionality. The probability of
a particle being in a certain space element
is always the corresponding ratio of
space element to territory (volume, area,
length), and the frequency to move into it
is the corresponding unidirectional "hop-
ping" frequency. In all cases, the corre-
sponding reverse process-i.e., hopping
out of the cavity-is simply given by the
same hopping frequency. These rela-
tions, of course, only hold in the station-
ary case, where for the total volume
dni/dt is zero.
The above relations are important in

the context of this paper because a deci-
sion must be made whether the laser
beam should be focusing into a fixed
volume element of space observing the
particles as they diffuse in and out, or
whether the entire space should be
scanned.

In two-dimensional space, the squared
dependence of diffusion on the distance
is exactly balanced by the squared de-
pendence ofthe particle distribution. For
very slowly diffusing particles, scanning
will always be advantageous. However,
in scanning the diffusion coefficient is no
longer available for differentiating parti-
cles according to their sizes. One may
compensate for this loss by increasing the
sophistication ofthe spotting procedures.
Whenever one spots a particle, the scan-
ning can be halted to determine the dif-
fusion coefficient. Likewise, cross-cor-
relation, as described below, may be em-
ployed to differentiate fluorescent labels
that are bound in different states.
The correlation function for a molecule

diffusing through a three-dimensional
Gaussian intensity profile I(x, y, z) with
half axes ri and 12 with

[8] x, y z = Ioe2(x2+Y2)/r2e-2z2/I2
yields

am,- Gift) =1thce

the + ( ( 2
)ar- N \1+ 4Dt/r2J i + 4Dt/12J
ex-
-ub- and
vol-
. o G(t)=1 + + / f)
y is t/D

)ing 1 V2
ut). 1 +(r2/x1)2t/TD,dri- 1

where TrDff is of the form r2/4D.
A typical correlation curve for an 18-

base primer for M13-DNA labeled with
the fluorescent tag Bodipy is shown in
Fig. 4a. The diffusion time of the primer
is -0.16 ms and increases to 2.6 ms when
the primer is bound to the M13-DNA
(Fig. 4 b and c).
We now consider a diffusing label that

interacts chemically with some target
molecule. Specific interactions are char-
acterized by high-stability constants
(109-1015 M-1) and slow dissociation rate
constants (10-1_10-6 so1). For this situ-
ation chemical relaxation times are much
larger than the characteristic diffusion
times Tchem>> TDiff, and the interaction of
a fast diffusing ligand (diffusion time TLig)
and a slowly diffusing target (diffusion
time nTa) can be described as

0

V
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C
0
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cD

0
0

0D0
0
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0
0n

0c:

'a
0)

0

0
0

0
0)'a

[9]

0'a

[10]
0 so 100

Channel "time"
150

FIG. 4. Autocorrelation function of an
M13 mp 18 (t) DNA primer, labeled with
Bodipy (Molecular Probes), free and com-
plexed with M13-DNA: (a) Free (30 nM, N =
4.5, 7* = 0.166 ms), (b) 74%6 complexed, and
(c) 100% complexed (1m = 2.6 ins). Lower

[11] panels: Residual between simulated and re-
corded correlation function.
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G(t)=1+
Y

G~)=1+N (1 + t/rLig I + t/7T )

[12]
where y is the fraction of bound ligand.
Because the working concentrations of
FCS are between 10-9 and 10-15 M, FCS
is ideally suited for analyzing specific
interactions. In addition, no physical sep-
aration ofbound from unbound ligands is
required to determine the binding iso-
therm. A detailed study on the acetylcho-
line receptor from Torpedo marmorata
and its interaction with agonists (acetyl-
choline) and inhibitors (a-bungarotoxin)
has been done (21), proving the validity
of this analysis. Because the detection
volume is ofthe order of femtoliters, only
minute quantities are needed for the anal-
ysis.

Cross-Correlations of Stochastic Pro-
cesses. The functions treated above de-
scribe the self- or auto-correlation of the
fluctuating signal. Hence, all components
with defined correlation times are ob-
served. Instead of correlating the fluctu-
ations of one signal, the fluctuations of
two signals with different characteris-
tics-e.g., different colors-can be cor-
related. In the case of specific interac-
tions the cross-correlation function G,(t)
will contain only those terms for which
both signals contribute simultaneously to
the fluctuation. In the case of specific
interactions between tagged DNA prim-
ers and DNA sequences two primers with
different tags (empty and filled circles in
Fig. 5) can be used to interact with dif-
ferent sequences on the same DNA
chain. The time-dependent part of the
cross-correlation function will be non-
zero only for those molecules that con-
tribute to the random fluctuation and
carry both primers (R, G). The cross-

correlated signals
T

J IA(t) IB(t+bt) dt

t=O

DNA

correlation of the translational diffusion
of doubly tagged M13-DNA G(t) will be

GRG(t) = (iR)(iG) + (&iR(t)6iG(O)). [13]

In practice there will be some spillover
between the detection channels for both
primers, causing a contribution of the
unbound primer to the correlation func-
tion. Its magnitude will depend on the
properties of the band-pass filters used.
With the available band-pass filters we
estimate that doubly tagged DNA mole-
cules can be detected in more than a
thousandfold excess of ligand. The dou-
ble-beam apparatus used in the Gottingen
laboratory is shown in Fig. 6.

Requirements and Limitations. The re-
sults obtained in the preceding sections
demonstrate well the range of applicabil-
ity of this method. Diffusion coefficients
of 10-5 to 10-7 cm2/s allow concentra-
tions of 10-13-10-11 M to be monitored
within 1 s. If measurements are extended
over hours, concentrations <10-15 M
may be used. Usually a single molecule is
involved in the process-e.g., at a con-
centration of 10-15 M, one molecule is
contained in a volume of 1 nl, which is a
million times the volume of the "light
cavity" (<1 fl). Although these numbers

compare extremely favorably with the
limits of other analytical tools, we might
ask whether they indicate absolute
boundaries. If we can detect a single
molecule, why not try to find it in any
volume? Here we come to the really
exciting aspect of this tool. For instance,
how can one molecule be detected among
a large number of alternative ones, and
how can one guide and separate the de-
tected molecule from the others? The
numbers quoted do not represent princi-
pal limits; rather our method of detection
must be combined with other techniques
for screening, separation, and amplifica-
tion.

TRACING SINGLE MOLECULES
The Problem of Relative Scarcity. A

straightforward application of FCS
would be to trace a particular gene, mes-
senger, or virus with the help ofa suitable
(unique) antisense sequence that is la-
beled with a fluorescent dye. After an-
nealing, the labeled primer would bind to
its antipode (Fig. 5) and-after diffusing
into the "light cavity"-it could be de-
tected by FCS and identified by its dif-
fusion time, which greatly differs from
that ofthe unbound primer. Similarly, the

IA(t)

FIG. 5. Cross-correlation of viral DNA
labeled with two primers emitting at different
wavelengths.

FIG. 6. Instrument for cross-correlation analysis (4ir detection geometry). The sample is
excited with two lasers at wavelengths A1 and A2. The emission is detected at two different
wavelengths with detectors D1 and D2-
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method could be used for screening par-
ticular hormone receptors with the help
of their labeled hormones. There are
many analogous cases. Under appropri-
ate conditions one may "find" the rare
molecule one is searching for; but how
does one trap it and separate it from the
other unwanted molecules?
A particular problem is differentiating

between bound and unbound ligands if
one is present in large excess. Recombi-
nation rate constants for enzymes with
their substrates or for single-stranded nu-
cleic acids with their antisense primers
hardly exceed 107 M-1s-1, and these
rates are often considerably lower. To
bind a reporter molecule to its target
within reasonable times concentrations
must be at least 10-10 M or higher. Even
then, one may have to wait for hours or
days until equilibration is complete. On
the other hand, the molecule searched for
may be only one in a pico- (10-12 M),
nano- (10-15 M), or microliter (10-18 M).
In this case it would be difficult to detect
the complex versus the overwhelming
background of the unbound fluorescent
label.
One way out of this problem has al-

ready been mentioned: cross-correlation
spectroscopy (Fig. 5). It increases the
sensitivity more than a thousandfold.
Nevertheless, there is again a limit that
cannot be exceeded.
Another way to lower the relative de-

tection limits is to separate bound and
unbound label. For this the binding con-
stant must be very high, as is the case for
specific oligonucleotide primers of a
length of %20. Even if one would com-
pletely separate the unbound label, rees-
tablishment of equilibrium would require
a long time; this time would suffice to
carry out the FCS measurements.

In the next section (Electrical Trap-
ping) we describe electrophoretic meth-
ods and electrical traps that offer solu-
tions to these problems. Traps can also
be used to separate the traced molecule
from its competitors. This is another
problem of tracing particles present in
small relative amounts. Tracing small rel-
ative numbers means handling large num-
bers of particles that are to be screened
for the rare appearance of a particular
singular structure. In Screening ofLarge
Numbers we deal with screening proce-
dures, and in the subsequent section we
evaluate their merits.

Electrical Trapping. The goal is to sep-
arate the unbound fluorescent label from
its macromolecular, viral, or cellular tar-
get with the help of electric forces. This
type of separation is most efficient if the
label and the target are oppositely elec-
trically charged; this can usually be ef-
fected for protein ligand binding. How-
ever, what about the priming of nucleic
acids, where both sense and antisense
sequences are negatively charged?

A convenient and effective procedure
is to use peptide nucleic acid rather than
RNA orDNA strands for the fluorescent
primer. Peptide nucleic acid is a polymer
in which the phosphate sugar backbone
of nucleic acids is replaced by a peptide-
like backbone, based on the monomer
2-aminoethyleneglycin carrying any of
the four nucleobases: A, T, G, C (22).
This polymer, in contrast to RNA or
DNA, is electrically neutral. To posi-
tively charge it, one could add, in addi-
tion to the fluorescent label, some lysine
or any positively charged residues at one
of the termini. The essential point is that
this polymer binds favorably to RNA or
DNA sequences as compared with cor-
responding antisense sequences made up
ofRNA or DNA (i.e., the RNA or DNA
hybrid with peptide nucleic acid is more
stable than the homo-double strand),
(compare with ref. 22). Below the melting
point a (positively charged) peptide nu-
cleic acid antisense sequence of %20 nu-
cleotides binds to its target RNA orDNA
within a suitable equilibration time and
remains bound to this target sequence for
days, even if the excess unbound primer
is removed (i.e., if the equilibrium is
heavily disturbed again). Because the tar-
get RNA or DNA sequence labeled with
primer carries an excess negative charge,
it migrates toward the anode, in contrast
to the unbound label.
We use this electric separation effect in

two different versions to extend FCS to
very low (relative) target concentrations.

In the first method FCS is coupled with
capillary electrophoresis. The equili-
brated sample is enclosed in a capillary
containing a volume of =-100 id. One
target molecule in this volume means a
concentration of 10-20 M. The capillary

800

N
I

8
5 400

C

0

has an outlet with an opening of 0l-3
cm in diameter at one end, and the elec-
trodes are arranged such that negative
ions migrate toward this outlet with suit-
able speed. (A velocity of 0.1 cm/s re-
quires afield strength of -1 kV/cm). The
outlet of the capillary, in particular,
poses a high barrier for positively
charged ions due to the very large field
gradient. However, the space outside of
the outlet tip is critical. The outlet tip is
the negative electrode for the static field
within the capillary; simultaneously, an-
other field is spanned between this tip
and another sharp tip. These two tips are
separated by a distance of only 10-3 cm,
and an alternating electric field is applied
between them. The light cavity is posi-
tioned between these two tips, closer to
the sharp second tip (with a radius of
curvature of only 10-4 cm). The alternat-
ing field drives a cloud of (collected)
target molecules through the light cavity.
In Fig. 7 we show fluorescence ampli-
tudes from single molecules when such a
cloud of fluorescent molecules oscillates
between the two electrode tips that are
separated by a distance of 10-3 cm (the
applied voltage is up to 10 V). Two effects
are observed: (i) a large amplitude of
fluorescence is observed when the cloud
of labeled targets traverses the light cav-
ity; (ii) the fluorescence increases to sat-
uration within the light cavity (which is
placed between the electrodes) due to the
formation ofa diffuse double layer (or ion
cloud) between the electrodes (the dif-
fuse double layer is fed from the larger
volume surrounding the field space be-
tween the electrodes) (unpublished data).
There are several problems associated

with this method: (i) The capillary must
be carefully shaped, and the electrodes

5

Time, s

FIG. 7. Forced oscillations of rhodamine molecules between two electrodes separated by a
distance of "10 i&m in H20. (Upper trace) Signal from rhodamine-labeled dUTP. (Lower trace)
Periodic electric field, 2 V (peak to peak), 4 Hz. The field is switched on at t = 0 and is switched
off at t = 5 s.
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must be arranged such that the potential
at the outlet of the capillary is defined
(e.g., ground) with respect to the other
two electrodes, which are to be con-
trolled. (ii) The material for the capillary
must be selected carefully to establish
opposite fluxes of positively and nega-
tively charged carriers (preventing elec-
troosmotic effects of water flow). (iii)
The heat production and conduction in
the capillary must be controlled when
working with media of relatively large
ionic strength (e.g., blood samples).
The method appears "electrophoret-

ic" in nature. The critical feature, how-
ever, is the trapping of single molecules
in the light cavity outside the static field
that is superimposed on the separation
process.
The second method of electrical trap-

ping is even more sophisticated com-
pared with conventional separation tech-
niques. It is based on a real trap provided
by a multipolar electrode arrangement
with automatic voltage control, guided
by the movement of the fluorescent mol-
ecule inside the light cavity. In this case,
the light cavity is monitored with a bun-
dle of parallel optical detectors (like the
ommatidia in an insect eye) that detect
the geometric position of the fluorescent
molecule. The signals from these detec-
tors are used to control the voltage at the
multipolar electrodes by a feedback
mechanism to keep the fluorescent mol-
ecule focused inside the (extended) light
cavity (compare with Fig. 8). Here we
face an open-ended development that
will depend on the availability of new
techniques for multiple parallel recording
of light quanta through confocal optics.
(The development of charge-coupled de-
vices is only one step in this direction.)
The screening techniques described in
the following section will profit equally
from any technological progress in this
direction.

Screening of Large Numbers. Essen-
tially, electric separation is a screening
technique that allows the identification of
a specifically marked compound among a
large number of alternatives that do not
respond to the specific marker. How-
ever, the purpose of screening is not just
identification. It is important to isolate
the identified compound and-even more
important-to amplify it faithfully.

Isolation can be effected in two differ-
ent ways. One follows immediately from
the method described above. If we have
identified a compound in the light cavity
that is positioned in an electric trap, we
could use a similar device-e.g., a cap-
illary near the trap-to isolate it from the
other components. With such a capillary
we could suck up a pico- or femtoliter
sample either mechanically-as in a vac-
uum cleaner-or eclectically, by using
the charge of the particle.

Detector
laser- Em.,.,
1T

FIG. 8. Schematic ofthe quw
concentrating and analyzing six
DC, direct current; AC, altern

or bacteria (ref. 25 and B. Lindemann and
M.E., unpublished data). In both cases
the scanning device has to be addressable
so that identified samples can be picked

Upper up easily.
DC field The third requirement for screening is

the amplification of an isolated sample.
In the case of RNA or DNA this can be

)uadrupol effected by replication. Because the sam-

AC field ples contain minute amounts of replica-
ble particles, one may even dispense with
specific amplification techniques such as
PCR. For protein screening, phage or

Lower bacterial-display systems offer an elegant
DC field solution. We have developed bacterial-

display method that is particularly
adapted to FCS for application of this

Nloe mlectrlapfor technology to the study of molecular ev-

ating cument. olution (B. Lindemann and M.E., unpub-
lished data).

The other method is time screening ofa
sample that is spread on a plate, a method
that we have used extensively in applied
molecular evolution (23). The locally sep-
arated samples may be as small as pico- to
femtoliters. Because recording times for
FCS can be as short as 1 ms per sample,
we can scan easily a million samples
within fractions of an hour. The sampling
can be done either stepwise (with pi-
coliter-droplets containing mobile targets)
or by continuous scanning of thin films
containing immobilized particles. In step-
wise scanning we can use wafer plates
produced by modern etching techniques
containing wells in the micrometer range.
Such a device has been built and is being
tested (24). Special care must be taken to
prevent evaporation ofthe liquid. Carriers
immobilized in the form of thin films can
be handled more easily. They are espe-
cially interesting for screening substances
that are exposed at the surface of viruses

APPLICATION: NEW HORIZONS

hkaecular D d The main appli-
cations of single-molecule detection are
to be expected in the fields of analytics
and diagnostics. FCS represents an alter-
native to RIA or ELISA, especially when
the concentrations are in the subnanomo-
lar range, where other methods of direct
analysis cease to function. With suitable
instruments adapted to this purpose the
recording times can be kept extremely
short. The fact that single molecules are
detected renders amplification such as
PCR or other similar techniques super-
fluous. The use of primers as fluorescent
labels guarantees the same specificity.
Sample handling is considerably simpli-
fied. Diagnostics of virus diseases is car-
ried to new levels. Fig. 9 presents an
example of applying FCS to identify sin-
gle virus particles.

n kHz 1

10

0 50 100 150 200 250 300
921

1 50 -

1001

50=

0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 1 0000 100000 1000000 MS

FIG. 9. Autocorrelation function of rhodamine-labeled M13-DNA molecules. (Upper) Tran-
sients from single M13-DNA molecules. (Lower) Autocorrelation function [46 pM, N (average
number of molecules found in the light cavity) = 0.007, rD = 5 ms]. n, frequency of emitted
fluorescent light quanta.
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Screening Large Numbers for Rare
Types in Molecular Evolution. What do
we mean by "molecular evolution"? Su-
perficially speaking, it is an extension of
Darwinian algorithms to self-organiza-
tion at the molecular level-i.e., varia-
tion and selection. This type of self-
organization requires self- or comple-
mentary replicating molecular species,
such as RNA or DNA. A theoretical
treatment of such systems led to the
concept of "molecular quasispecies"
(26-29). The quasispecies is a broad dis-
tribution of mutants centered around one
or several neutral master copies, usually
showing a defined consensus sequence.
The quasispecies is the target of selec-
tion. It is stable below an error threshold;
the mutant distribution is close to this
threshold and is widely dispersed, yield-
ing optimal conditions for evolutionary
adaptation.

Experimental studies of molecular ev-
olution and its application to an evolu-
tionary optimization of ribozymes, en-
zymes, catalytic antibodies, and other
functional molecular entities require fast
parallel screening of mutant spectra to
find, isolate and amplify the best adapted
molecular copy (8-10). The detection of
single RNA orDNA genotypes as well as
phenotypes, expressed and displayed at
the surface of phages or bacteria, is one
of our objectives in applying FCS. In
fact, we started ourjoint project with this
perspective in mind. The combination of
FCS with large-scale screening (e.g., mil-
lions of clones in fractions of hours) cou-
pled with genotypically controlled phe-
notype-display systems really opens up
the horizons in this new field of research
and technology.
DNA and RNA Sequencing. Another

problem that triggered our interest is the
use of FCS in RNA or DNA sequencing.
The fact that single molecules can be
recorded within milliseconds opens up
entirely different approaches to this prob-
lem. A single sequence fixed in a very thin
capillary may be degraded sequentially
with the help of an exonuclease. The

monomers are guided into the light cavity
by using an especially adapted electric
field trap. The bases of the molecule to be
sequenced must be substituted by fluores-
cent analogues. It is sufficient to use just
one fluorescent monomer for each pair if
time-resolved detection of both the plus
and the minus strand is possible. Improv-
ing the speed of sequence analysis to
nearly one base per ms (limited by the
turnover number of the exonuclease) ex-
tends the horizon for the human genome
project and similar undertakings.
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reported in this review. We name, in particu-
lar, Dr. Masataka Kinio, Ulo Mets, and Jerker
Widengren from Stockholm and Michael
Brinkmeier, Dr. Bjoern Lindemann, and Petra
Schwille from Goettingen. We further ac-
knowledge cooperation with Evotec-Biosys-
tems, Hamburg, Germany regarding applica-
tions in biotechnology. Research grants by the
Max Planck Society, the Karolinska Institute,
the A. v. Humboldt Foundation, the K. and A.
Wallenberg Foundation, the German Ministry
of Research and Technology, and the German
Academic Exchange Service are acknowl-
edged with gratitude. M.E. enjoyed the hos-
pitality of Dr. Richard Lerner at the Scripps
Research Institute at La Jolla, CA while pre-
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